The Boy With No Secrets
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review
Chief Inspector Zbigniev Meier’s first case is gripping, the writing
pacy, the premise chilling, the tension sustained – gritty, sexy (he has
an insatiable girlfriend), frightening. This is a great discovery for
aficionados of crime.
Our sleuth is thirty-seven-years-old and based in Cologne. Timo
Linden, son of a famous architect, has gone missing. Just fifteen, and
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Back in Germany, Zbigniev is plagued by his aching back and his
girlfriend Lena’s demands. She doesn’t care much for his work, but
when he tries to explain his current case she says she knows one of
Timo’s friends. At last, a real clue. He discovers that Timo secretly
kept a mobile phone used solely for texting a particular number in
France. When he discovers the boy’s encoded diary the hunt is well
and truly on, leading the chief inspector first to a little French village,
then to the Château d’Amour which turns out to be a castle of utter
horror worthy of the Marquis de Sade. It is also, as Zbigniev
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discovers, a hotbed of paedophilia where Timo is just one of many
teenagers being held captive. In a hair-raising dénouement, the C.I. is
able to free Timo and three others, but he is unable to save everyone
and one of the kidnappers escapes. Back in Cologne, Zbibniev starts
to comprehend the immensity of the case which reaches into the
highest political circles of the city.
The German readership has been avidly anticipating this first novel by
one of the writers of the successful crime series Tatort – they won’t
be disappointed and nor will readers abroad. The plot grips from the
first page to the last, and the author emerges as an exemplary new
voice in a highly competitive genre.

press quotes

‘Thrilling debut … the novel is both classic crime fiction
and fast-paced action thriller, and has all the
ingredients for success: A chiselled detective, an
explosive relationship, and an international playing field
which is portrayed with incredible attention to
detail.’– Märkische Oderzeitung
‘Stephen Brüggenthies can write very well – a true
crime fiction talent!’– Stadtrevue Köln
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www.eichborn.de
Founded in 1980, Eichborn is regarded as a young and bold
independent publishing house. Its strong and diversified list includes
fiction, non-fiction, humour, and reference books. Books originally
published by Eichborn include: W.G. Sebald’s The Emigrants and
The Rings of Saturn; A Woman in Berlin by Anonymous (winner of
the 2006 Schlegel-Tieck award); Jenny Erpenbeck’s The Old
Child and Book of Words; Walter Moers’s The 13½ Lives of Captain
Bluebear and Jan Costin Wagner’s Ice Moon.
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